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Based on a measurement of high momentum h8 production in B decays, we determine the charmless
inclusive B→h8Xnc branching fraction in the lab-frame momentum interval 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c . Using
9.73106BB¯ pairs collected at the Y(4S) center-of-mass energy with the CLEO II and II.V detector configu-
rations, we find B(B→h8Xnc)5@4.661.160.460.5#31024 in the 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c momentum range,
where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and from subtraction of background from B decays to charm,
respectively.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.011101 PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw
The flavor changing neutral current decays b→sg are for-
bidden at the tree level in the standard model ~SM!, and
hence at lowest order can only occur at the loop level. Inter-
est in the charmless inclusive decay B→h8X ~which we de-
note as B→h8Xnc) arises because it is expected to be domi-
nated by the b→sg transition followed by fragmentation of
the gluon into h8 via QCD anomaly coupling @1–7# and
formation of multiparticle states X by the s quark. The am-
plitude of these gluonic penguin decays may receive signifi-
cant contributions from diagrams with virtual non-SM par-
ticles in the loop.
CLEO previously reported an unexpectedly large rate for
high momentum h8 production from B decays @8#. That re-
sult was based on 4.7 fb21 of total luminosity, taken both on
the Y~4S! resonance and at a center-of-mass energy 60 MeV
below the resonance, which is below the BB¯ production
threshold. These datasets are referred to as ‘‘on resonance’’
and ‘‘off resonance,’’ respectively. CLEO found an inclusive
B→h8Xnc branching fraction @8# of @6.261.6(stat!
61.3(syst)21.510.0(bkg)]31024 for 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c .
In this paper we present a new measurement of h8 pro-
duction from B decays in the momentum range 2.0,Ph8
,2.7 GeV/c . Then, by subtracting background from B to
charm decays, we use this result to determine B→h8Xnc .
The result is based on 9.1 fb21 of on-resonance data and
4.4 fb21 of off-resonance data. The analysis method is im-
proved over CLEO’s previous B→h8Xnc analysis @8#, and
now uses a combination of the ‘‘pseudoreconstruction’’ and
neural-network/shape-variable approaches that have been
used in the CLEO analyses of b→sg @9,10#. These strategies
are used to isolate the signal and to suppress the contribution
from continuum h8 production. We first search for B
→h8Xnc candidates that are consistent with one of the B
meson multiparticle decays. We then estimate the back-
ground from B decays to charm via Monte Carlo technique.
These new results include the data used in the previous
analysis and the results presented here supersede that mea-
surement.
The data used for this analysis were collected with the
CLEO detector @11# at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, a
symmetric e1e2 collider. The CLEO detector measures
charged particles over 95% of 4p steradians with a system
of cylindrical drift chambers. ~For two-thirds of the data used
here, the innermost tracking chamber was a three-layer sili-
con vertex detector.! Its CsI calorimeter covers 98% of 4p .
Charged particles are identified by specific ionization mea-
surement (dE/dx) in the outermost drift chamber and by
time-of-flight counters placed just beyond the tracking vol-
ume. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate the
iron yoke of the magnet. Electrons are identified by the ratio
of their shower energy to track momentum, by track-cluster
matching, and by their shower shape.
We select events using a standard set of CLEO criteria for
hadronic final states, and then search for candidate h8 me-
sons by reconstructing the h8→hp1p2, h→gg mode,
where the gg forming the h candidate must have an invari-
ant mass within 30 MeV of the nominal h mass. We then
form the mass difference between the reconstructed h8 and
h masses to improve resolution. The mass difference
M (p1p2gg)2M (gg) must be within 50 MeV of the
nominal mass difference DM PDG5M h82M h5410.5 MeV
@12#. We restrict the h8 momentum to Ph8.1.6 GeV/c .
Using reconstruction we attempt to identify events in
which a B decay produces a strange quark recoiling against
an h8. The reconstruction is done by forming combinations
of a charged kaon or a KS
0→p1p2, an h8 candidate, and n
pions where n<4 ~at most one of these pions is allowed to
be neutral!; a total of 18 decay modes and their charge con-
jugates are considered. For each B candidate we calculate the
momentum P, energy E, and beam-constrained mass M
[AEbeam2 2P2. We then form xB2 of the reconstruction:
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where sE540 MeV and sM54 MeV.
We only consider candidates with xB
2 ,20, and if an event
has more than one candidate with xB
2 ,20 we choose the
candidate with the lowest xB
2
. This reconstructed X system
may include strange, charm, or light quarks. Events with
only light quarks in the recoil system (Xd(u)) , however, will
have slightly lower efficiency than the signal Xs cases.
Events with charm in the recoil system will have comparable
efficiency to the Xs cases, and we will later subtract these as
background. In cases where all decay products of X are iden-
tified correctly (50% of the time! the X mass @M (X)# reso-
lution varies from 20 to 30 MeV for low and high M (X),
respectively. The M (X) resolution becomes 200 to 300 MeV
if there are missing or extra particles in the X reconstruction.
Given a reconstructed candidate, we use xB
2 and ucos uttu as
variables for continuum suppression, where u tt is the angle
between the thrust axis of the candidate B and the thrust axis
of the rest of the event.
We also use event shape variables and the presence or
absence of a lepton ~electron or muon! to further suppress the
continuum background. Specifically, we use a neural net-
work optimized on signal and continuum Monte Carlo to
combine the following event shape variables into a single
variable rshape : the normalized Fox-Wolfram second mo-
ment R2 @13#, S’,1 and the energies in 20° and 30° cones,
parallel and antiparallel to the h8 direction. If the event con-
tains a lepton then we also use the momentum of the lepton,
Pl , and the angle between the lepton and h8,u lh8 .
We thus have two types of events: those with both a pseu-
doreconstruction and a lepton, for which we use rshape , xB
2
,
ucos u ttu, Pl , and u lh8 ; and events with only a pseudorecon-
struction, for which we use rshape , xB
2
, and ucos u ttu. For
each of these two cases the available variables are combined
using a neural network that has been optimized using signal
and continuum Monte Carlo samples. For each of the two
resulting networks, we can maximize the statistical strength
by converting the network output r into a weight, w(r)
5s(r)/@s(r)1(11a)b(r)# , where s(r) and b(r) are the
expected yields for signal and for continuum background,
respectively, r is the net output, and a is the luminosity scale
factor between on-resonance and off-resonance data samples
(a’2.0).
The above choice of weights minimizes the expected sta-
tistical error on the B→h8Xnc yield after off-resonance sub-
traction. To reduce the systematic error that arises from hav-
ing some efficiency dependence on the reconstructed M (X)
value, however, we adjust the weight event by event based
on the measured value of M (X). The factor for this adjust-
ment was obtained from signal Monte Carlo by fitting the
measured efficiency dependence on M (X) to a straight line.
By using these adjusted weights we slightly increase our
expected statistical error, but decrease a systematic error.
We obtain yields from both on- and off-resonance data by
fitting the distributions of the mass difference
M (p1p2gg)2M (gg)2DM PDG . We use Gaussian and
linear functions for the h8 signal and combinatorial back-
ground, respectively. In these fits, we constrain the mean of
the Gaussian to be 0, and the width to be 4.0 MeV based on
the Monte Carlo simulation.
We scale the off-resonance yield by the on to off ratio of
L/Ecm2 to account for luminosity and cross-section differ-
ences between the two datasets. We also scale particle mo-
menta by the on/off energy ratio to account for the small
energy difference between the on-resonance and off-
resonance data.2 We then find our B→h8X yield by subtract-
ing this off-resonance yield from the on-resonance yield. The
mass difference M (p1p2gg)2M (gg)2DM PDG in the h8
momentum range 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 1,
and yields from fits are tabulated in Table I. We estimate a
systematic error of 3% from the uncertainty in the fitting
procedure.
To search for B→h8Xnc , we take as signal the momen-
tum region 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c because it is above the ki-
nematic limit for most B to charm decays. Some B to charm
decays, however, will still enter this signal region. We esti-
mate this background by using BB¯ Monte Carlo events and
by measuring the data yield in a control region of 1.6,Ph8
,1.9 GeV/c , chosen because here we expect B→h8Xnc to
be much smaller than B decays to charm. The estimated
yields from B backgrounds are tabulated in Table I. The
continuum-subtracted and combinatorial-background-
subtracted M (X) distribution is shown in Fig. 2. Cascade
1S’ is defined as the sum of the magnitudes of components of
momenta perpendicular to the direction of h8 for all particles more
than 45° from the h8 axis, divided by the sum of the magnitudes of
momenta of all particles other than h8.
2The on- and off-resonance datasets have center-of-mass energies
of 10.58 and 10.52 GeV, respectively.
FIG. 1. The distribution of M (p1p2gg)2M (gg)2DM PDG
in the signal region 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c for ~a! on-resonance data
and ~b! scaled off-resonance data.
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decays ~e.g., B0→D (s)X ,D (s)→h8Y ) and color allowed de-
cays @b→cW ,W→h81(np)# have been simulated in the
CLEO BB¯ Monte Carlo. We do not use this Monte Carlo
prediction directly; instead, we rescale the CLEO BB¯ Monte
Carlo yield in the signal region by the factor of 1.0660.22 to
account for half of the difference between data and the
Monte Carlo calculation in the control region. We include the
statistical and systematic uncertainties from the control re-
gion in the error on the scale factor. To estimate the back-
ground from color-suppressed decays, we first conducted a
rough, direct search for B0→h8(D0 or D*0), finding
BB0→h8(D0 or D*0);331024. We used that number
for the Monte Carlo simulation, and further assumed B(B0
→h8D**0)51/2BB0→h8(D0 or D*0). We used the
modified Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise ~ISGW! model @14# for
the mass distribution of the D**0. For the uncertainty in this
background, we take the uncertainty in BB0
→h8(D0 or D*0) to be one-third of itself, and the uncer-
tainty in B(B0→h8D**0) to be half of itself.
We determine the efficiency—defined as weights per B
→h8Xnc event generated in the momentum range 2.0,Ph8
,2.7 GeV/c—via the Monte Carlo simulation. The hadroni-
zation of the quark pair into Xs or Xd(u) is done by the
JETSET Monte Carlo. We use a uniform Xnc mass distribution
for the multiparticle final states, and assume that the branch-
ing fraction for B→h8K is one-eighth of the total branching
fraction B→h8Xs in this momentum range @8,15#. The de-
tection efficiency is averaged over charged and neutral B
mesons and corrects for unobserved modes with neutral ka-
ons (KL0 ,KS0→p0p0), for modes with a charged kaon and
more than one p0 in the final state, and for final states with
baryons; it also includes the product of branching fractions
B(h8→hp1p2)3B(h→gg)516.96%.
To estimate the uncertainty in efficiency due to the choice
of a uniform shape for the M (Xnc) distribution, we vary the
shape of the M (Xnc) distribution for the multiparticle final
states from uniform to linear with intercept at the K2p
threshold, keeping the fraction of B→h8K constant; this
leads to a systematic error of 6.3%. The systematic error on
the efficiency includes 3.3% uncertainty from the event mod-
eling of B→h8Xnc which includes uncertainties in event
shape, hadronization, and other-B modeling, and 2.1% un-
certainty from the detector performance which includes un-
certainties in the detection efficiencies and resolutions for
tracks and photons.
To obtain the B→h8Xnc branching fraction, we take the
background-subtracted yield in the momentum range 2.0
,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c of 61.2613.966.6 weights, where the
first error is statistical and the second is from uncertainty in
the subtraction of the B to charm decay background. The
efficiency is (6.8160.56)31023 weights per event, where
the error results from dependence of efficiency on the
M (Xnc) distribution, from Xnc hadronization, from other-B
modeling, and from detector performance. Our sample con-
tains 9.7 million BB¯ pairs (62%). We obtain B(B
→h8Xnc) 5 @4.661.1(stat) 6 0.4(syst) 6 0.5(bkg)#31024
for 2.0,Ph8,2.7 GeV/c .
Also included in our measured branching fraction are
components from b→dg gluonic penguin decays and b→u
tree level decays. Within the SM, the contribution from these
decays is expected to be of the order of a few percent of the
B→h8Xnc rate. We determine that the ratio of efficiencies
for the final states that consist only of d and u quarks to the
final states that contain s quark is 0.79. Thus, the branch-
ing fraction we have measured is a weighted sum of branch-
ing fractions B(B→h8Xnc)5B(B→h8Xs)10.79 B(B
→h8Xd(u)) .
TABLE I. Yields ~weights! from the fit in the signal (2.0,Ph8
,2.7 GeV/c) and control (1.6,Ph8,1.9 GeV/c) regions. Given
are yields on resonance, scaled off resonance, on minus scaled off,
estimated background from color suppressed B decays, estimated
background from cascade and color allowed B decays, sum of B
backgrounds, and on minus scaled off minus B backgrounds. The
error on the continuum-subtracted and B-backgrounds-subtracted
yield is statistical only and does not include the error from the
background subtraction.







CLEO BB¯ Monte Carlo 140.6611.0 13.362.9
scaled by control region 14.164.3
Sum of B backgrounds 143.4611.1 32.967.3
On2a3Off2B backgrounds 17.6630.0(stat) 61.2613.9(stat)
FIG. 2. The continuum-subtracted and combinatorial-
background-subtracted M (X) distribution ~points with error bars!
with estimated background from B decays to charm ~histogram!.
The various contributions are cascade decays ~light gray! and color
suppressed decays B0→h8D01h8D0* ~dark gray! and B0
→h8D0** ~hatched area!. Ignoring the small smearing effects from
the boosted B mesons ~300 MeV/c!, the mass ranges M (X),2.35
GeV and M (X).2.5 GeV correspond to momentum ranges in
Table I of Ph8.2.0 GeV/c and Ph8,1.9 GeV/c , respectively.
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In summary, we have updated the measurement of the
charmless inclusive decay B→h8Xnc for 2.0,Ph8
,2.7 GeV/c using the CLEO II and II.V data sets which
contain 9.7 million BB¯ pairs. This result is in agreement with
CLEO’s previous inclusive measurement and hence confirms
its unexpectedly large rate. CLEO has also previously mea-
sured @15# the exclusive decay B→h8K using the same
dataset as the results we report here; that result is therefore
not statistically independent of our new results.
The large B→h8Xnc rate can be understood if the b
→sg rate is larger than expected in the standard model @2#. A
number of alternative explanations, however, have also been
proposed. One of these is the QCD anomaly mechanism b
→sg , g→h8g with the h8gg form factor being a slowly
falling function of the gluon Q2 @1#. A slowly falling h8gg
form factor, however, is strongly disfavored by the recent
CLEO measurement of the Y(1S)→h8X spectrum @16#; a
rapidly falling form factor needed for consistency with the
Y(1S)→h8X result predicts a B→h8X rate of 331025
@17#, which is an order of magnitude smaller than observed.
Another possible explanation of the high rate for B
→h8Xnc is that the h8 has a substantial intrinsic charm con-
tent @6#. In this case the h8 can be produced by the axial
vector part of the b→(cc¯ )s process. This explanation is also
disfavored by CLEO measurements. First, the B→hcK rate
is not enhanced relative to the B→J/cK rate @18#. Further,
this explanation requires that the B→h8K* rate be roughly
half the B→h8K rate @4,6#, which is inconsistent with ob-
servations @15,19#.
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